
Appendix 1 
 

Extract from Working With Communities Policy for a Geological Disposal 
Facility covering the role of a Working Group. 
 
Forming a Working Group and identifying a Search Area 
6.17. In order to begin a conversation with the people in the area, the interested 
party, RWM, an independent chair and an independent facilitator will form a Working 
Group. 
All relevant principal local authorities that represent the people in all or part of the 
area under consideration must be invited to join the Working Group. 
 
6.18. This early part of the process is essentially about fact finding, gathering 
information about the community and providing information to the community about 
geological disposal. At this stage, it is important to ensure a community has the 
ability to have fact-finding and exploratory discussions with RWM without having to 
wait for a principal local authority to join the Working Group. Therefore, relevant 
principal local authority membership on the Working Group is not a requirement, 
although it would be preferable to have at least one relevant principal local authority 
as a member, given their invaluable knowledge and experience of the local area and 
people. 
 
6.19. Relevant principal local authorities will receive financial support from 
Government to participate throughout the process including as a member of the 
Working Group, so that local taxpayers do not incur any additional financial burden. 
Funding will also be provided to support the Working Group’s activities, and will be 
available to cover reasonable out-of-pocket expenses for individuals taking part in 
the Working Group (e.g. travel costs for attending meetings). RWM will provide clear 
advice and guidance on activities where expenses can be covered and how costs 
will be reimbursed. 
 
6.20. The Working Group may want to consider whether it would be beneficial to 
invite representation from a Local Enterprise Partnership and parish and town 
councils. 
Given the potentially large number of parish or town councils in any given area, it 
may not be feasible for them all to join. It may instead be possible for them to 
collectively agree to send a representative to join the Working Group. 
 
Defining the Search Area 
6.21. An early task for the Working Group will be to identify a Search Area. The 
Search Area is the geographical area within which RWM will seek to identify 
potentially suitable sites to host a GDF. Defining the boundaries of the Search Area 
is important in order to identify appropriate membership for the Community 
Partnership, including relevant principal local authorities, and to determine eligibility 
for Community Investment Funding. Projects, schemes and initiatives within the 
Search Area may be eligible for this funding. The Community Partnership and 
Community Investment Funding are discussed in paragraphs 6.28 to 6.47 and 
paragraphs 6.65 to 6.78 respectively. 
 
6.22. The Search Area will be derived from the area first put forward for 
consideration by the interested party and will be defined using district or unitary 
council electoral ward boundaries, depending on the administrative arrangements in 
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place for the particular area. The Search Area will, therefore, encompass all the 
electoral wards within which RWM will be able to consider potential sites. For areas 
which include potential for development under the sea bed, the Search Area will 
comprise only that area on land. 
 
6.23. The geographical boundaries of the Search Area are likely to change as the 
search for a potential location for the surface and underground facilities progresses 
and more is understood about the area. The Search Area will be refined over time by 
the Community Partnership (the Community Partnership is discussed in more detail 
in paragraphs 6.28 to 6.47). As RWM investigations progress the Community 
Partnership may identify areas that it wants to rule out of consideration or bring in 
additional areas that it did not at first consider to be part of the Search Area. Any 
future changes to electoral ward boundaries will be reflected in the Search Area as it 
evolves over time. 
 
6.24. Eventually the Search Area will be narrowed down until the Community 
Partnership identifies a specific site and the community which will be directly affected 
by the facility being on that site. This will be referred to as the Potential Host 
Community. More detail on the Potential Host Community, including how its 
boundaries would be determined, is set out in paragraphs 6.83 to 6.87. 
 
The role of the Working Group 
6.25. As it identifies the Search Area, the Working Group will start work to 
understand the local area and any issues or questions the community within it might 
have. Funding will be provided for independent support and a facilitator to support 
the Working Group. 
The independent facilitator will be a member of the Working Group and will help to 
bring together different views so that discussions progress in a constructive and 
informative manner. RWM will provide guidance on the support that will be available 
to the Working Group. 
 
6.26. The Working Group will work to identify members of the community who may 
be interested in joining a Community Partnership. This work will include: 
• gathering information about the different people and organisations in the area 
who will have an interest or who are likely to be affected; 
• gathering information to understand the existing geographic, social, economic, 
environmental, cultural and administrative structures of the Search Area;  
• understanding the community’s issues, concerns and questions about 
geological disposal and the process for identifying potential locations for a GDF; 
• engaging with relevant principal local authorities within the Search Area (if they 
have not joined the Working Group). 
 
6.27. RWM will use independent evaluation to review the practical effectiveness of 
this part of the process to help improve future engagement. Table 1 sets out the 
membership of the Working Group 
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Table 1 Membership of Working Group 

Member Role 

Independent Chair The Chair will ensure that meetings and discussions are 
run appropriately. Someone to fulfil this role could be 
procured from an approved list of contractors on behalf 
of the interested party, or there may be existing 
community organisational structures in the local area 
that could be used. 

Independent Facilitator The independent facilitator will aim to ensure that 
discussions progress in a constructive and informative 
manner. The facilitator can assist in asking relevant 
questions and directing conversations to cover the 
points of interest from the interested parties and other 
members of the community. 

Interested Party This is the group, organisation, or individual(s) who first 
started discussions with RWM. 

RWM The delivery body who are engaging with the 
community – providing information to the community 
and promoting the benefits of a GDF. 

Relevant Principal Local 
Authorities (optional) 

Relevant principal local authorities are the district, 
county and unitary authorities that represent the people 
in all or part of the area under consideration. It may be 
that the Local Authority is the interested party. If not, 
they must be informed of discussions and invited to join 
the Working Group. 

 
 


